The 2021 Digital Employee
Experience Career Capital Report
A new and exciting career is emerging in IT,
one that is made for the future of work.

Key Findings
Digital Employee Experience is starting
to influence everything IT teams do

•

Survey respondents spend an average
of 44% of work time on DEX-related tasks.

•

2 out of 3 respondents spend 21–70% of
their work week on DEX.

•

Nearly 1 in 5 spend more than 70% of work
time on Digital Employee Experience.

Organizations’ senior leadership
generally show support

•
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96% of respondents believe their
organization’s leadership team
supports DEX at least somewhat.

•

Over half (51%) believe their leadership
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completely supports DEX.

This high-priority work comes with
high salaries

•
•

Average IT salary (U.S.): $80,832

•

Average salary for top DEX execs
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•
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progress with internal promotion based
on merit, but DEX professionals are also
ambitious and will apply internally (25%)
for more senior positions.
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Introduction
You probably didn’t notice them before, but they were there.
For the past few years, a new community has been quietly
growing in IT. And 2020—with all its uncertainty and complexity—offered the chance for this group to finally emerge
from the background and step into the spotlight.
Many organizations have accelerated their digital transformation initiatives by as much as three or four years during
the pandemic, according to a late‑2020 survey by McKinsey & Co. Hiring and retaining skilled, adaptable people
is a critical component of digital transformation success. As
McKinsey found, “Companies that have executed successful responses to the crisis report a range of technology
capabilities that others don’t—most notably, filling gaps
for technology talent during the crisis, the use of more
advanced technologies, and speed in experimenting and
innovating.”

Yassine Zaied
Chief Strategy Officer,
Nexthink

As you’ll see in the report, this group of IT professionals
might come from different backgrounds, hold different job
titles and work in a variety of industries, but they all share
one thing in common: an endless obsession to improve the
Digital Employee Experience (DEX).
These experience-focused IT professionals possess the
perfect blend of technical and people skills so critical in the
post-2020 work world. These professionals see the big picture and understand nuance, and they’re able to approach
problems from a new perspective: the employee’s point of
view—a concept still foreign to most IT teams today.

What can you do with this report?
We hope this report will help many audiences: IT pros seeking career advice and
perspective; HR leaders looking to hire
and retain the right talent; and C-Suite
leaders who want to foster a productive,
employee-centric work culture.
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Front and Center:
The Emerging Role of Digital
Employee Experience in IT
Experience-led projects have surged since
the pandemic.
The events that unfolded in 2020 had a profound
impact on the proportion of DEX-specific roles and
responsibilities within IT departments. Respondents
reported that demand remains high for IT projects
that are centered around improving remote and
hybrid digital work experiences.
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Employee-Experience Related
Roles Grew Significantly in 2020
With demand comes supply and so it is that the shift
to remote and hybrid work during the spring of 2020
triggered a surge in DEX‑specific IT roles. Over a third
(35%) of respondents reported this demand increased
significantly during 2020, 7 percentage points higher
compared to the previous five years.

35%

Likewise, respondents admit that DEX-related projects and
tasks have started to take up a considerable amount of
their work week.

IN 2020

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO REPORT
THAT THE PROPORTION OF COMPLETELY FOCUSED
DEX ROLES HAS INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY.

On average, our survey respondents spend nearly half
(44%) of their work week on DEX-related areas, and nearly
a fifth (16%) of respondents admit spending over 70% of
their week (roughly Monday – Thursday) exclusively
working on employee experience tasks!

27%

35%

FIVE YEARS
PRIOR 2020

IN 2020

27%

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR WORKING WEEK IS SPENT ON AREAS RELATED TO DEX?
We found that on average teams spend 44% of their week on DEX.

15%

FIVE YEARS
PRIOR 2020

16%

12%

12%

12%

10%

9%

7%
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91-100%

81-90%

71-80%

61-70%

51-60%

41-50%

31-40%

21-30%

11-20%

1-10%

5%
2%
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IT Reports the Majority of Senior Leadership See
Digital Employee Experience as a Strategic Priority
We also discovered that it’s not just the IT department that
views DEX-related work as a priority. In fact, support for
DEX from senior leadership is generally very high. Over half
(51%) of respondents believe that their organization’s leadership team completely supports DEX across the business;
a further 45% report they show support to some extent…
… and where Digital Employee Experience is a key focus,
so too is salary and remuneration.
16%
15%

12%

12%

12%

10%

9%

45%

1%

100%

81-90%

71-80%

61-70%

51-60%

41-50%

31-40%

21-30%

11-20%

0%

1-10%

0%

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK YOUR 5%
ORGANIZATION’S LEADERSHIP TEAM
SUPPORTS DEX ACROSS THE BUSINESS?

91-99%

7%

1%

51%

Yes, somewhat

Yes, completetly

4%

0%

No, not particularly

No, not at all

Tier 1 (Senior Leadership Level)
$141,282

“I fell in love with the feeling of helping someone
experience technology through the lens of curiosity and
wonder, and I’ve been chasing that feeling ever since.”

Tier 2 (Mid-Management Level)

$94,208

$130,095
USA AVG.

$101,540
FRANCE AVG.

Tori Paulman is the former Director of IT Client Services at Pegasystems—
$116,501 a leader in cloud software for digital transformation.

GLOBAL AVERAGE
$101,354

$118,785

GERMANY AVG.

UK AVG.
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Examining Global
Salaries in Digital
Employee Experience
Digital Employee Experience professionals often
earn considerably more than the average IT salary.
We examined salaries across 4 countries: The United
Kingdom, United States, Germany, and France. In many
of those countries, top DEX positions earned 50% or
more than the average IT salary.
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51%

Yes, somewhat

Yes, completetly

Salary and Demand for Digital Employee
Experience Professionals is Sky High
4%

0%

No, not particularly

No, not at all

On average, survey respondents reported an average
salary
of $116,501
across
the United Kingdom, United
Tier
1 (Senior
Leadership
Level)
16%
15%
$141,282
States, Germany and France.
Tier 2 (Mid-Management Level)

12%

10%

12%

12%

$94,208

9%

7%

$130,095

1%

$101,540

100%

91-99%

81-90%

71-80%

61-70%

51-60%

41-50%

31-40%

21-30%

11-20%

0%

1-10%

0%

5%

1%

FRANCE AVG.

USA AVG.

$116,501

GLOBAL AVERAGE
$118,785

$101,354
45%

GERMANY AVG.

UK AVG.

Yes, somewhat

51%

Yes, completetly

Job seniority
4% also has an impact on one’s salary.
0%DEX
No,
not
particularly
No,
not
at all average
professionals that hold senior leadership positions
nearly $50,000 more than those in middle-management
roles:
Tier 1 (Senior Leadership Level)
$141,282

Tier 2 (Mid-Management Level)
$94,208

When we compare salaries just in the United States, Digital
Employee Experience professionals in senior leadership
positions average $148,045—nearly 83% higher than the
$101,540
FRANCE AVG.to
average
IT salary in that country ($80,864 according
$130,095
USA AVG.
payscale.com as of March, 2021).

$116,501

GLOBAL AVERAGE
$101,354

$118,785

GERMANY AVG.

UK AVG.
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The Sweet Spot:
What Factors Impact
Digital Employee
Experience Salaries?
We noticed the highest average DEX salaries
typically depend on company size, revenue,
industry, and respondent age. In this section
we pinpoint exactly who earns what.
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$118,437

3,000 - 4,999 employees
$120,819

5,000 or more employees
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$108,780

$100 million - $250 million
There are Four Key Factors that Seem
to Impact
$250 million - $500 million
Average Digital Employee Experience
Salaries

$109,118

$100,405

$500 million - $1 billion
$116,895

$1 billion - $5 billion

1. COMPANY SIZE

4. INDUSTRY

On average, respondents from companies with 3,000 –
4,999 staff earn more than smaller and larger companies.

$119,381

What
industry
you
$5
billion
- $10 billion

work in could determine the type of
$125,855
salary you receive. For example, DEX professionals
in
$10
billion
$50
billion
the business and professional services sector earn over
$121,163
50% more than their DEX peers in the public sector
($137,161 vs. $89,452).

1,000 - 2,999 employees
$118,437

3,000 - 4,999 employees
$120,819

Business and Professional Services

5,000 or more employees

$137,161

$108,780

Healthcare (Private and Public)
$103,182

2. ANNUAL
REVENUE
1,000
- 2,999- employees
$100
million
$250
million
$109,118

Construction and Property

$118,437

$117,396

DEX professionals in companies with global annual
revenues between $5 billion – $10 billion earn more
than
$120,819
$100,405
professionals
from other company revenue levels. Inter5,000
or more
employees
$500 million
- $1
billion
estingly, DEX professionals at companies$108,780
with
an annual
$116,895
revenue
of
$250m
–
$500m
earned
the
least
on
average.
$1 billion - $5 billion
3,000
- 4,999- employees
$250 million
$500 million

Energy, Oil/Gas, and Utilities
$108,864

Financial Services
$119,183

IT, Technology, and Telecoms
$122,959

$119,381

$100 million - $250 million
$5 billion - $10 billion

Manufacturing and Production

$109,118

$111,552

$125,855

$250 million - $500 million
$10 billion - $50 billion

Public Sector

$100,405

$89,452

$121,163

$500 million - $1 billion

Retail, Distribution, and Transport

$116,895

$112,803

$1 billion - $5 billion
Business and Professional Services

$120,646

$137,161

$5 billion - $10 billion
Healthcare (Private and Public)
$10 billion - $50 billion
Construction and Property

Other Commercial Sectors

$119,381

$125,855
$103,182
$121,163
$117,396

Energy, Oil/Gas, and Utilities

3. AGE

$108,864

Business and Professional Services
Financial Services

$137,161
The highest average DEX earners are typically
35-44
years
$119,183
Healthcare
(Private
and
Public)
old ($125,916), and the lowest are 55 and over ($103,769).
$103,182
IT, Technology, and Telecoms
DEX professionals report a pay increase of$122,959
around a quarConstruction and Property
ter (24% at total
level) on average when moving
from their
$117,396
Manufacturing
and Production
$111,552
previous job to their current job, a trend consistent by
Energy, Oil/Gas, and Utilities
$108,864
Public
Sector
position
level.

Financial Services
Retail, Distribution, and Transport
IT, Technology, and Telecoms
Other Commercial Sectors
Manufacturing and Production

$89,452
$119,183
$112,803
$122,959
$120,646
$111,552
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“When given the reigns to your own IT team, create
programs that will have your employees calling you the
experience desk, instead of the service desk.
Start by developing a new talent profile for your teams with an
emphasis on consultative, conversational, and research skills, and
the capacity to build relationships and coach non-IT people.”
Tori Paulman is the former Director of IT Client Services at Pegasystems —
a leader in cloud software for digital transformation.
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Diving Deeper into
Global Salary and Career
Data for DEX Professionals
As respondents move along in their DEX careers,
many report sizeable pay increases, especially for
those that are able to move into top leadership
roles. We highlight some of the common career
moves DEX professionals make.
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The Majority of Professionals in Digital Employee
Experience Got There via Internal Promotion
As we mentioned, when progressing from one job title to
the next, DEX professionals report a pay increase of around
a quarter (24% at total level) on average, a trend consistent
by position level.
But how do Digital Employee Experience professionals
typically move up the corporate ladder?
Most professionals report that internal promotion is a common route in the DEX career field. 41% of respondents were
promoted internally (based on merit) for their recent job,
and 25% had to apply internally.

SALARY BY RESPONDENT POSITION
Senior Leadership Level vs. Mid-Management Level

Current Job Title
$141,282
$94,208

Previous Job Title
$110,865
$76,867

Prior Job Title
$93,459
$67,591

14%

WHAT WAS YOUR CAREER PATH FROM YOUR
ROLE?
Owner,PREVIOUS
CEO, or

70%

Most Sr. Role

Seek top
leadership roles

31%

41%

Director, or
Promoted Internally
Sr. Manager
(Based on Merit)

25% 25%

21%

CXO, C-Level,
VP

Applied Internally or
for More Senior Role

Recruited Externally

14%
From Higher
Education

14%

Owner, CEO, or
Most Sr. Role
41%
41%

26%

White European
or North American

23%
31%

31%

Director, or
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22%
15%

14%
13%
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Current Job Title
$141,282
$94,208

Previous Job Title
Digital
Employee Experience
Workers are Driven and Ambitious
$110,865

$76,867

Prior Job Title
$93,459
$67,591

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOUR CAREER IN 5 YEARS?

14%

70%

Owner, CEO, or
Most Sr. Role

Seek top
leadership roles

31%

25%

Director, or
Sr. Manager

CXO, C-Level,
or VP

It’s also apparent that DEX professionals are extremely
14% and ambitious. 70% of respondents see themselves
driven
Owner, CEO, or
Most Sr. Role
breaking
into top leadership roles within the next five years.
White European
or North American

31%

Top 4 Ways Digital Employee
Experience Professionals are
Different from the Rest of IT

Director, or
Sr. Manager

26%

CXO, C-Level,
or VP

15%

Owner, CEO, or
Most Sr. Role
Any Other
Ethnicity

29%

Director, or
Sr. Manager

•

Employee-Centric - DEX professionals
always approach problems from the
perspective of the employee

•

Proactive Mindset - DEX professionals
always look for ways to prevent IT
issues from impacting employees

•

Continuous Improvement - DEX
professionals never settle for “good
enough,” they always look to improve
user experiences

•

Experience Metric-Obsessed DEX professionals know how to
combine the right technical metrics
and the right employee sentiment to
make informed decisions about their
users and IT services

19%

CXO, C-Level,
or VP
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“The Digital workplace is about
making talented people successful”
Alan Nance, Co-founder of CitrusCollab
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About this Report
Digital Employee Experience is an emerging
career path that is well supported by both IT
and non-IT executive leaders.
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200

France

200

About this Report

400

In order to participate in our study, survey respondents
had to meet the following criteria:

United Kingdom

RESPONDENT
COUNTRY

RESPONDENT
BREAKDOWN
200

Germany
1,000 Digtal Employee Experience Professionals

200

200

United Kingdom
319

France

298

5,000 or more
employees

United States

RESPONDENT
COUNTRY
RESPONDENT
COMPANY SIZE

200

1,000 - 2,999
employees

United States

383

3,000 - 4,999
employees

319

Level One

(Senior Leadership
Level)

Involvement in DEX – respondents must work within
Information Technology and demonstrate at least some
knowledge / awareness of DEX-related work.

•

Company Revenue – respondents must work in
a company with at least $50M in annual revenue.

•

Company Size – respondents must come from
a company with at least 1,000 employees.

•

Position Level – respondents must demonstrate
mid-managerial job responsibilities or above.

•

Age – only respondents aged 18-75 years old
could participate.

400

Germany

298
200
5,000 or more
France
employees
473

•

RESPONDENT
COMPANY SIZE
RESPONDENT
POSITION
LEVEL
RESPONDENT
COUNTRY

After passing the criteria above, we asked participants to
identify where they fell within certain salary ranges and
several ordinal and nominal categories. Salary ranges are
expressed in U.S. dollars, including those for international
respondents. On graphs, each salary-range bar has a percentage figure — that’s the percentage of respondents
whose earnings fall within that salary range.

1,000 - 2,999
employees

200
527

United Kingdom

Level Two
(Mid-Management
Level)

383

3,000 - 4,999
400
employees
United States

200

Germany

When reviewing this report, it’s important to remember
that geographic differentials can play a huge part in how
salaries fall within these ranges.

473

Level One

298

(Senior Leadership
Level)
5,000

or more
employees

RESPONDENT
POSITION
LEVEL

RESPONDENT
COMPANY SIZE

319
527

1,000
- 2,999
Level
Two
employees
(Mid-Management
Level)

383

3,000 - 4,999
employees

473

Level One
(Senior Leadership
Level)

RESPONDENT
POSITION
LEVEL

527

Level Two
(Mid-Management
Level)
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Business and Professions Services
Construction and Property
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Energy, Oil/Gas, and Utilities
Healthcare (Public and Private)

Who Took this Survey?

Other Commercial Sector

During January and February 2021, independent research
firm, Vanson Bourne, interviewed 1,000 respondents who
identified themselves as working in IT and in specific
DEX-related job functions.

TOP 10 JOB TITLES REPORTED
73

72

50

47
37

34

Respondents came from several different IT domains
and were spread across multiple industries.

IT, Technology, and Telecoms
Financial Services
Retail, Distribution, and Transport
Manufacturing and Production
Public Sector
Business and Professions Services
Construction and Property
Energy, Oil/Gas, and Utilities
Healthcare (Public and Private)
Other Commercial Sector

72

50

47
40

37

34
18

er

nager

nager

18

r

IST Manager

Project Manager

Senior Manager

CIO

CTO

Manager

18

17

We found several emerging job titles specifically tied to DEX. Some included: Chief
Experience Officer (CXO), Chief Digital Officer (CDO), and Digital Experience Officer.

RESPONDENT INDUSTRY SECTOR

73

IT Director

Director

These participants hold important roles in companies
of three distinct employee sizes from 4 key regions.

IT Manager

18

Head of IT

40

17

18

Get the Latest Insights in
Digital Employee Experience
LEARN MORE

